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Centro MundoLengua is a private international school and educational tour operator 

established in 2005 by three persons: Yaye Baena (Spain), Stefanie Kempf (Switzerland), 

and David Hirsch (United States). 

We work in conjunction with middle schools and high schools throughout the world in 

order to develop total Spanish immersion programs. These programs consist of Spanish 

language, housing with Spanish families, cultural and social activities, and sport and 

educational tours. Schools may also design their own tour without classes. Additional 

opportunities include school and soccer exchanges, as well as volunteer opportunities.

Student health and safety are our top priority. We take care of peace-of-mind 

components, such as medical insurance coverage and 24-hour emergency support.

By studying abroad with Centro MundoLengua, the students will be immersed by 

a total Spanish language environment throughout the entire stay and will enhance 

dramatically their Spanish speaking, writing and oral skills! Furthermore, they get 

to know a new culture and see the world from another perspective. The students 

discover a new country and adapt to new traditions. All this helps the students to gain 

autonomy and improves their chances in the employment market in the future.

The staff of Centro MundoLengua is incredibly passionate about their work. They 

genuinely want to see each and every student succeed with the language and have an 

unforgettable experience. We have a vested interest in making sure everything works 

out as promised.

Centro MundoLengua is headquartered in Seville and counts on a full-time staff of ten 

professionals, along with state-of-the-art classrooms in the center of the city, minutes 

away from the Cathedral. We also maintain a presence in the coastal city of Cadiz, with 

offices and classrooms at the Colegio Salesianos. Furthermore, we offer programs in the 

capital Madrid and in all of Spain, according to each group’s preferences.

We are a team of young, multilingual professionals with experience in studying abroad 

and a true passion for our job. Apart from our rigorous academic standards, we provide 

personalized services to all of our students. 

We invite you to discover more about our programs and services. 

Yaye Baena

Stefanie Kempf

David Hirsch

Introduction Letter
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Madrid

Barcelona

Malaga
Faro
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Cordoba

Tavira Granada

Cadiz

Seville
Ronda

Tarifa
Tetouan

Chefchaouen
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City        Program Type  Programs available

        Pre-AP Spanish Language

        Spanish Language and Culture

        IB Spanish Program

        Educational Tours

Cadiz   Group / Individual   School Exchanges

        DELE Courses

        Community Service Program

        Customized Programs

        Pre-AP Spanish Language

        Pre-AP Spanish Literature

        Spanish Language and Culture

        IB Spanish Program

Seville   Group / Individual   Educational Tours

        School Exchanges

        DELE Courses

        Private Lessons

        Community Service Program

        Soccer Exchanges

        Customized Programs

        Pre-AP Spanish Language

Madrid  Group / Individual   Spanish Language and Culture

        Customized Programs

        Customized Programs

Others   Group     Educational Tours

        School Exchanges
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Safety 
Centro MundoLengua considers the health and safety of students while 
studying abroad priority number one.
Supervision and 24-hour support are provided for students on-site by our 
multi-lingual staff. Centro MundoLengua provides a level of personalized 
attention for each student unseen in other programs, with the end goal that 
students adapt to their new environment and feel “at home” in Spain. 
Students are expected to abide by the curfew set by Centro MundoLengua 
(independent of what each individual host family might decide).

Personalized Programs 
Centro MundoLengua will work with you to design a program tailored to your 
students’ needs. We will connect you with our academic coordinators so that 
together you can structure a program best suited for your students’ needs. 
Also, we will put you in contact with our cultural activities’ coordinators so that 
your students can get the most out of their academic and cultural experience 
in Spain!
Individual students may choose from a wide range of programs and dates 
in some of the most beautiful places in Spain. From AP Spanish Language or 
Literature Programs, to Spanish Language and Culture Programs, to IB Spanish 
Programs, to Soccer Exchanges… the possibilities are endless!

Premium Services
•	1:1Advising
•	24 hour assistance and supervision
•	Transport to and from the airport to their destination
•	Orientation of the city 
•	Volunteer and business internship opportunities
•	Variety of housing options offered: host family, shared apartment, private 

apartment, hotel or bed and breakfast
•	Plane tickets and travel insurance

New and Centrally Located Office   
With classrooms located in the heart of Seville, just steps from the Cathedral, 
one of the most popular points of interest in Seville, Centro MundoLengua 
provides an ideal atmosphere for learning Spanish. Our students will benefit 
from:  

•	10 well-lit classrooms
•	Library/study room with computer access
•	Wifi connection throughout our headquarters
•	Lounging area
•	Outside patio
•	Handicap access
•	7 days a week customer service

Why Centro MundoLengua?
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Dedicated Center for Spanish Instruction
Established in 2005, Centro MundoLengua is the only language center in Seville 
dedicated exclusively to teaching Spanish as a foreign language. We collaborate with 
prestigious institutions to provide high quality education, such as the College Board. 
We select the best possible teachers.

•	All levels of Spanish: A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2/ Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced
•	Entry exam to determine level of Spanish
•	Small class sizes 
•	Dynamic pedagogy that is interactive and uses real world examples and situations 
•	Flexible curricula that is designed for each group
•	Native speaking professors that are experts in teaching Spanish as a foreign 

language, and hold university certifications and degrees
•	Class materials included
•	Possibility of private tutoring sessions
•	Transparent and competitive pricing, without inscription fees
•	Centro MundoLengua Diploma

Full Immersion
Our students usually live with a Spanish family to experience a full immersion 
adventure. Host families have worked with us for many years, and are all carefully 
chosen and visited by our housing director. It is the best way to get to know Spanish 
culture and see what daily life is like for a native Spaniard. Secondly, our host families 
will speak to you in Spanish 100% of the time, helping you practice the skills you’re 
working on in class in real-life situations. They are very patient in this regard, even with 
beginners.

Activities and Excursions
Centro MundoLengua provides a wide variety of social, cultural, and sporting 
activities for students. Some examples include tapas nights, cultural visits, flamenco 
classes, Spanish cooking classes, language exchange with Spaniards, surfing, golfing, 
scavenger hunts, bicycling tours, soccer games, etc.  
Centro MundoLengua organizes all types of excursions throughout Andalusia, Spain, 
and in other areas like Morocco and Portugal. Some possibilities include: Granada, 
Cordoba, los Pueblos Blancos, Barcelona, Madrid, Tangier, Chefchaouen, etc.   

Volunteering and Internship Opportunities
Centro MundoLengua has a plethora of contacts with the best businesses, private 
organizations, public organizations and non-profit organizations for students to 
experience the best and most personalized business visits, community service 
opportunities and internships. 

Balancing afternoon activities and Free Time
One thing that students love is that our program combines the best of both worlds. 
You have the daily structure of your classes and activities, which also allows you to 
meet new friends, with some free time thrown in. Rest assured that you will have 
some free time every day for yourself. 

Staff
We don’t just talk the talk…ask any of our students. We are all incredibly passionate 
about our work. We genuinely want to see each student succeed with the language 
and have an unforgettable experience.
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Volunteering

Street 
Interviews Concerts

Tapas 
Nights

Language 
Exchange 

Movie

Nights 

PARTIES Sports 
Exchange

Soccer
Games

Shows 
and 

Musicals
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Cultural 
Visits

Cooking 
Classes

City 
Orientation 

CeramiC 
workshops

Food 

tastings

Visiting local, 
artisan shops

Flamenco 
Shows

Stadium 
Tours

Museum 
Tours

Cycling 
Tours
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Cooking 
Classes

CeramiC 
workshops

Dance Classes: 
Flamenco, 

Salsa, 
Zumba, etc.

Boat 
Excursions

Surf and 
Paddle Surf

BeaCh 

VolleyBall
Kayaking 

Golf
Skiing in 

Sierra Nevada

Tennis
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Seville

Madrid

Cadiz

Granada

TARIFA

Cordoba

Gibraltar

Malaga

Ronda

Italica

Excursions
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Cadiz

TARIFA

Barcelona

Segovia

Toledo

Tavira

Salamanca

Faro

Tanger

Chefchaouen

Tetouan

Cordoba

Madrid

Salamanca
Barcelona

Segovia

Toledo

Malaga

Tetouan
Tarifa

Tanger

Cadiz

Tavira
Faro Ronda

Chefchaouen

Seville
Granada
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“I participated in a three week 

Summer Immersion Program with Centr
o 

MundoLengua. When I arrived I realized
 

that my Spanish wasn’t quite as profi
cient 

as I thought; however, during the prog
ram 

I gain a lot of confidence and cultur
al 

knowledge. I would recommend the summ
er 

Cádiz program for anyone looking to s
pend 

the summer in a picturesque beach tow
n, 

improve their Spanish, and learn abou
t 

Spanish culture.” 

Dylan K.

Stuart Hall School

Cadiz

Cadiz

Oldest city of Western Europe, with over 3000 years of culture

The most famous Carnival in Spain

Over 7 km of the most beautiful coastline in all of Europe

Friendly and open locals

Picturesque Sunsets

More than 300 sunny days per year
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Seville

Seville

More than 2000 years of art and culture

Birthplace of flamenco

The Monuments: Cathedral, Alcazar, Real Maestranza, etc. 

An incredible variety of economical tapas in  one of Seville's many tapas bars

The best beaches within one hour

More than 300 sunny days per year

“Since 2007, I have traveled to Seville with 

my students through the perfectly organized 

MundoLengua program: The team is genuine and 

offers rigor and enthusiasm in everything that 

they do, whether it be the pedagogy, the cultural 

tours, or the various other experiences they offer. 

The host families (my students always cry when 

they have to leave), the dynamic classes and their 

incredible level of organization allow students to 

take advantage of the best Seville and Spain have 

to offer. During my travels to Seville with my 

students through the MundoLengua program I have 

made some of my fondest life memories!”. 

Fabienne L.

Collège Saint-Guibert de Gembloux
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Madrid

The Capital of Spain

Famous museums like Prado, Reina Sofia, and the Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum

Centrally located for ease of travel throughout Spain and Europe

Rich in diversity and Spanish culture
Culturally and artistically active

Bustling nightlife

Fantastic shopping

Madrid
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“I had the time of my life in Madrid, all 

thanks to Centro Mundolengua. I feel like 

I learned more Spanish in one week than 

in all my years of studying Spanish in 

school. We had so many engaging activities, 

and we really got to see Madrid for the 

beautiful city it really is. I cannot thank 

them enough for this amazing trip.”

Apolonio N.

Booker T. Washington High School



City slickers, sea enthusiasts, art lovers, foodies, history geeks… Spain has something to offer for everyone!  This 
is one of the best countries of the world thanks to its all round aspect of great food, people, art, culture and 
architecture. Are you a chaperone teacher? We will help you design a program in the location that meets all of 
your criteria.

Other Cities

“I have known many of the administrators for MundoLengua since its 

inception 10 years ago and, as a Spanish teacher with a particular 

passion for the Iberian Peninsula, I could not be more grateful to 

each of them for so thoughtfully and meticulously developing the 

MundoLengua curriculum. From their comprehensive treatment of the 

academic aspect of language learning to the cultural activities they 

develop to the invaluable relationships they maintain with the families 

with whom they work, MundoLengua is my “go to” experience abroad. They 

are personable, incredibly professional and a true joy to work with. All 

of my high school students who have participated in the MundoLengua 

program have loved their time in Spain, have returned with a greater 

appreciation for the Spanish culture and language and are anxious 

to return in the college years. Thank you MundoLengua for being an 

incredible extension of the language classroom for me and my students. 

Sois los mejores!!”

Mary W.

The Lovett School

Cordoba

Madrid

Salamanca Segovia

Toledo

Malaga
Ronda Granada

Barcelona
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MUNDOLENGUA
PROGRAMS
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Pre-AP Spanish Language 
This course is designed to prepare prospective students to excel in the AP Spanish Language course, as well as 
on the examination. The course is principally for students who will be taking AP the following year in their home 
schools. As well, the course serves as solid preparation in advanced language and culture for students who have 
already taken the AP course. 

Cadiz

Seville

Madrid

Seville Cadiz Madrid

Dates
June 25 - July 8, 2017

Flexible dates for groups
July 2 - 15, 2017

Flexible dates for groups
June 25 - July 8, 2017

Flexible dates for groups

About 
the School

Our school is located in the 
heart of Seville, just steps from 
the Cathedral, one of the most 

popular points of interest in 
Seville.

Classes take place at our 
Salesianos Campus, just 200 

meters from the beach.

The school is centrally located, 
right in the heart of Madrid, and 

only minutes away from the Retiro 
Park.

Levels Pre-AP, AP Pre-AP, AP Pre-AP, AP

Classes 20 lessons per week 20 lessons per week 20 lessons per week

Beyond 
the Classroom: 

Sample activities

Kayak on the river
Language exchanges

Salsa or flamenco lessons
Spanish cooking classes

Cultural visits

Surf lessons
Sports at the beach

Salsa or flamenco lessons
Spanish cooking classes

Cultural visits

Boat ride through the Parque del 
Retiro

Visit to the Real Madrid Stadium
Evening in the Warner theme park

Spanish cooking classes
Cultural visits

Sample Excursions
Cadiz · Granada · Cordoba

Ronda · Malaga
Tavira (Portugal)

Seville · Tarifa · Gibraltar (UK)
Route of White Villages

Toledo · Segovia · Salamanca

Type of 
Accommodation

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

For more 
Information

Individual Individual IndividualGroup Group Group
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“The staff is friendly and I learned a lot 

in the pre-AP courses! I had a great bond 

with the students and not only learned 

about the language but the amazing culture 

in Sevilla. I would recommend this program 

to anyone looking to make a study abroad 

trip seem like a vacation.” 

Gus G. * Barrington High School. 

8:45 - 9:30 

Breakfast.

9:30 - 10:00 

Allow time to walk 
or take bus to the 
school for classes.

10:00 - 1:30 

Pre-AP Spanish 
language classes 
at school.

1:30 - 3:00 

Time to return 
home to have lunch 
with family.

3:00 - 5:00 

Free time with 
family/friends.

5:00 - 6:30 

Afternoon 
activity.

6:30 - 10:00 

Free time with 
friends/family and 
return home for 
dinner.

10:00 - 12:30 

Evening activity. 

12:30 

Curfew and 
check-in. 

Typical 
Day
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Pre-AP Spanish Literature 
This course is designed to prepare prospective students to excel in the AP Spanish Literature course. The course 
is principally for students who will be taking AP the following year in their home schools. As well, the course 
serves as solid preparation for introductory college level Spanish literature courses. 

Seville

Seville

Dates
June 25 - July 8, 2017 

Flexible dates for groups

About 
the School

Our school is located in the heart of Seville, just steps from the Cathedral, 
one of the most popular points of interest in Seville.

Levels Pre-AP, AP

Classes 20 lessons per week

Beyond 
the Classroom: 

Sample activities

Kayak on the river
Language exchanges

Salsa or flamenco lessons
Spanish cooking classes

Cultural visits

Sample Excursions
Cadiz · Granada · Cordoba

Ronda · Malaga · Tavira (Portugal)

Type of 
Accommodation

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

For more 
Information

Individual Group
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8:45 - 9:30 

Breakfast.

9:30 - 10:00 

Allow time to walk 
or take bus to the 
school for classes.

10:00 - 1:30 

Pre-AP Spanish 
literature classes 
at school.

1:30 - 3:00 

Time to return 
home to have lunch 
with family.

3:00 - 5:00 

Free time with 
family/friends.

5:00 - 6:30  

Afternoon 
activity.

6:30 - 10:00 

Free time with 
friends/family and 
return home for 
dinner.

10:00 - 12:30 

Evening activity. 

12:30 

Curfew and 
check-in. 

“As a student that went through the program summer 

of my junior year, not only did I experience one of 

the best pre-class of my high school career, I was 

able to experience the word most likely would not 

have visited in the way that visited. Not only did 

I improve in the Spanish language, I learned more 

about culture and history than I could imagine. 

The trip was not only a safe one but also a fun 

one. I recommend that people go to Seville because 

the tours youth activities in the afternoons were 

fantastic. I wish I could work 

with a group like this while in college.”

Joseph E. * J.R. Tucker High School. 
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Spanish Language and Culture 
This course is for students who have a genuine interest in improving/perfecting their Spanish language skills, 
as well as learning more about the culture of Spain firsthand. For groups of students, classes, activities, and 
excursions can be completely custom-designed, as well as the length of the program.

Cadiz

Seville

Madrid

Seville Cadiz Madrid

Dates
June 25 - July 8, 2017

Flexible dates for groups

Starting dates:
June 4, 2017 / June 18, 2017
July 2, 2017 / July 16, 2017 

July 23, 2017
Flexible dates for groups

June 25 - July 8, 2017
Flexible dates for groups

About 
the School

Our school is located in the 
heart of Seville, just steps from 
the Cathedral, one of the most 

popular points of interest in 
Seville.

Classes take place at our 
Salesianos Campus, just 200 

meters from the beach.

The school is centrally located, 
right in the heart of Madrid, and 

only minutes away from the 
Retiro Park.

Levels
Groups: All levels

Individuals: Intermediate 
All levels

Groups: All levels
Individuals: Intermediate 

Classes 20 lessons per week 20 lessons per week 20 lessons per week

Beyond 
the Classroom: 

Sample activities

Kayak on the river
Language exchanges

Salsa or flamenco lessons
Spanish cooking classes

Cultural visits

Surf lessons
Sports at the beach

Salsa or flamenco lessons
Spanish cooking classes

Cultural visits

Boat ride through the Parque del 
Retiro

Visit to the Real Madrid Stadium
Evening in the Warner theme park

Spanish cooking classes
Cultural visits

Sample Excursions
Cadiz · Granada · Cordoba

Ronda · Malaga
Tavira (Portugal)

Seville · Tarifa · Gibraltar (UK)
Route of White Villages

Toledo · Segovia · Salamanca

Type of 
Accommodation

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

For more 
Information

Individual Individual IndividualGroup Group Group
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8:45 - 9:30 

Breakfast.

9:30 - 10:00 

Allow time to walk 
or take bus to the 
school for classes.

10:00 - 1:30 

Spanish language 
and culture classes 
at school.

1:30 - 3:00 

Time to return 
home to have lunch 
with family.

3:00 - 5:00 

Free time with 
family/friends.

5:00 - 6:30 

Afternoon 
activity.

6:30 - 10:00 

Free time with 
friends/family and 
return home for 
dinner.

10:00 - 12:30 

Evening activity. 

12:30 

Curfew and 
check-in. 

“I definitely felt that my Spanish re
ached new 

heights after being in the Mundolengua program. 

At first, being with a host family an
d speaking 

Spanish virtually all the time was in
timidating 

and awkward, but I soon found it to b
e an 

invaluable learning experience. I beg
an to feel 

comfortable conversing with my famil
y, and even 

with strangers I had met on the stree
t. I know my 

Spanish wouldn’t be at the same level 
as it is now 

and I wouldn’t be considering studyin
g Spanish 

seriously in college if it weren’t for
 my trip 

to Spain and being a part of the Mundolengua 

program.”

Matt K. * Charlotte Latin School.
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IB Spanish Program 
The purpose of the IB Spanish course is to improve and acquire new strategies to excel on the internal and 
external exams that form the evaluation of the Diploma Program. Through the course material and dynamic, 
engaging activities, students will develop linguistic abilities in comprehension, expression, and interaction to 
excel on the Diploma exam.

Cadiz

Seville

Seville Cadiz

Dates
July 9 - 22, 2017

Flexible dates for groups
July 2 - 15, 2017

Flexible dates for groups

About 
the School

Our school is located in the 
heart of Seville, just steps from 
the Cathedral, one of the most 

popular points of interest in 
Seville.

Classes take place at our Sale-
sianos Campus, just 200 meters 

from the beach.

Levels IB IB

Classes 20 lessons per week 20 lessons per week

Beyond 
the Classroom: 

Sample activities

Kayak on the river
Language exchanges

Salsa or flamenco lessons
Spanish cooking classes

Cultural visits

Surf lessons
Sports at the beach

Salsa or flamenco lessons
Spanish cooking classes

Cultural visits

Sample Excursions
Cadiz · Granada · Cordoba

Ronda · Malaga
Tavira (Portugal)

Seville · Tarifa · Gibraltar (UK)
Route of White Villages

Type of 
Accommodation

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

For more 
Information

Individual IndividualGroup Group
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8:45 - 9:30 

Breakfast.

9:30 - 10:00 

Allow time to walk 
or take bus to the 
school for classes.

10:00 - 1:30 

IB Spanish classes 
at school.

1:30 - 3:00 

Time to return 
home to have lunch 
with family.

3:00 - 5:00 

Free time with 
family/friends.

5:00 - 6:30 

Afternoon 
activity.

6:30 - 10:00 

Free time with 
friends/family and 
return home for 
dinner.

10:00 - 12:30 

Evening activity. 

12:30 

Curfew and 
check-in. 

“I really appreciate my experience 

in Spain. I loved the visits and the 

activities that were planned. The Spanish 

classes were good and fun. We were 

learning by playing. The family was great. 

The lady was sympathetic and we talked a 

lot. Finally, I really improved my Spanish 

by visiting the city of Sevilla.”

Elizabeth L. * Saint-Jean-Eudes.
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DELE Courses
The DELE is the only official title (certified by the Cervantes Institute) that is recognized internationally and 
accredits competency in the Spanish language. Do your students need this title for professional or academic 
purposes? This course might be right for them. 

Cadiz

Seville

Seville Cadiz
Dates Flexible dates for groups Flexible dates for groups

About 
the School

Our school is located in the 
heart of Seville, just steps from 
the Cathedral, one of the most 

popular points of interest in 
Seville.

Classes take place at our 
Salesianos Campus, just 200 

meters from the beach.

Levels All levels All levels

Classes Flexible Flexible

Beyond 
the Classroom: 

Sample activities

Kayak on the river
Language exchanges

Salsa or flamenco lessons
Spanish cooking classes

Cultural visits

Surf lessons
Sports at the beach

Salsa or flamenco lessons
Spanish cooking classes

Cultural visits

Sample Excursions
Cadiz · Granada · Cordoba

Ronda · Malaga
Tavira (Portugal)

Seville · Tarifa · Gibraltar (UK)
Route of White Villages

Type of 
Accommodation

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

For more 
Information
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“Incredible way to get to learn Spanish and 

experience the culture for a decent price. 

We went on some interesting day tours 

around Cadiz and took some interesting 

Cultural classes. Staying with a host 

family was nerve wracking but totally 

worth it. My host mom is a fantastic cook!”

Allison S. * Cranbrook High School. 

8:45 - 9:30 

Breakfast.

9:30 - 10:00 

Allow time to walk 
or take bus to the 
school for classes.

10:00 - 1:30 

DELE Spanish 
classes at school.

1:30 - 3:00 

Time to return 
home to have lunch 
with family.

3:00 - 5:00 

Free time with 
family/friends.

5:00 - 6:30 

Afternoon 
activity.

6:30 - 10:00 

Free time with 
friends/family and 
return home for 
dinner.

10:00 - 12:30 

Evening activity. 

12:30 

Curfew and 
check-in. 
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Private Lessons
Do you want to make the maximum amount of gains in a short time? Are you interested in focusing on 
something very specific, and learn better in a one-to-one situation? This course might be for you. 

Cadiz

Seville

Seville Cadiz
Dates Flexible dates Flexible dates

About 
the School

Our school is located in the 
heart of Seville, just steps from 
the Cathedral, one of the most 

popular points of interest in 
Seville.

Classes take place at our 
Salesianos Campus, just 200 

meters from the beach.

Levels All levels All levels

Classes Flexible Flexible

Beyond 
the Classroom: 

Sample activities
Consult Consult

Sample Excursions Consult Consult

Type of 
Accommodation

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

For more 
Information
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8:45 - 9:30 

Breakfast.

9:30 - 10:00 

Allow time to walk 
or take bus to the 
school for classes.

10:00 - 1:30 (flexible)

Private Spanish 
classes at school.

1:30 - 3:00 

Time to return 
home to have lunch 
with family.

3:00 - 5:00 

Free time with 
family/friends.

5:00 - 6:30  

Afternoon 
activity.

6:30 - 10:00 

Free time with 
friends/family and 
return home for 
dinner.

10:00 - 12:30 

Evening activity. 

12:30 

Curfew and 
check-in. 

“Centro MundoLengua gave me the opportunity to 

learn how Spanish is spoken outside an American 

high school classroom. My host mom was the most 

amazing person. She cooked amazingly and I learned 

so much Spanish from my conversations with her. I 

learned more about the culture of Spain in those 

two weeks than I have in all my years at home. My 

listening and verbal skills developed faster than I 

ever imagined and I would go back in a heartbeat if 

given the opportunity.”

Mary W. * The Rivers School.  
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Soccer Exchanges
Are you a middle school, high school, or club soccer coach? Would you like for your players to have the 
opportunity to experience the culture of Spain, while also receiving training by professional coaches and 
friendly matches with local teams? This program might be right for you. This program is being offered in the 
capital city of southern Spain, Seville. Trainings will take place at world-class soccer facilities, the same fields 
where some of the professional teams practice. 

Seville

Seville

Dates Flexible dates

About 
the School

Our school is located in the heart of Seville, 
just steps from the Cathedral, one of 

the most popular points of interest in Seville.

Levels All levels

Classes Optional

Beyond 
the Classroom: 

Sample activities

Training sessions · Friendly matches
Stadium tours · Weight training

Cultural visits · Kayak on the river
Language exchanges

Salsa or flamenco lessons
Spanish cooking classes

Sample Excursions
Cadiz · Granada · Cordoba

Ronda · Malaga · Tavira (Portugal)

Type of 
Accommodation

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

For more 
Information
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8:45 - 9:30 

Breakfast.

9:30 - 10:00 

Allow time to walk or 
take bus to the training 
field.

10:00 - 11:30 

Training both the 
technical and tactical 
components of your game.

11:30 - 1:00 

Continued training or 
friendly match.

1:00 - 1:30 

Cool down and shower.

1:30 - 3:00 

Time to return home to 
have lunch with family.

3:00 - 5:00 

Free time with family/
friends.

5:00 - 6:30 

Afternoon activity.

6:30 - 10:00

Free time with friends/
family and return home 
for dinner.

10:00 - 12:30 

Evening activity.

12:30 

Curfew and 
check-in.  

“As a D1 Student-Athlete, I never thought studying 

abroad would be in my College journey but Centro 

Mundolengua made it all possible and then some! I 

truly found love for the Spanish language, people, and 

the rich culture. Everything about my stay in Spain 

was incredible. My host family was as charming as you 

would hope for and very accommodating. Classes were 

something I looked forward to due to some of the best 

Professors I’ve ever had in my college career (Laura, 

Macarena, Inma, Cati, y Teresa). All of the excursions 

planned by Mundolengua were informative while 

adventurous. But what really hit home was the immense 

amount of passion, care, and thought from the staff of 

Centro Mundolengua. I would recommend to any one and 

ESPECIALLY student-athletes looking for an authentic 

study-abroad journey that you do it here, with Centro 

Mundolengua.”

Rachel O. * Monmouth University. 
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School Exchanges 
We have signed agreements with various private and public schools in Seville and Cadiz. We are also open to 
working with you to find partner schools in all of Spain.

Spain

All of Spain

Dates Flexible dates

About 
the School

We signed an agreement to provide school exchanges 
at a number of Salesianos schools across Spain (Seville, 

Cordoba, Canary Islands, etc.)

Levels All levels

Classes Flexible

Beyond 
the Classroom: 

Sample activities

Sports exchanges
Salsa or flamenco lessons
Spanish cooking classes

Cultural visits

Sample Excursions
Granada · Cordoba

Ronda · Malaga · Tavira (Portugal)

Type of 
Accommodation

Spanish family

For more 
Information
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7:05 - 7:30

Breakfast.

7:30 - 8:00 

Allow time to walk 
or take bus to the 
school for classes.

18:00 - 3:00

School with 
Spanish students.

3:00 - 5:00 

Time to return 
home to have lunch 
with family and 
free time. 

5:00 - 6:30

Afternoon 
activity.

6:30 - 10:00 

Free time with 
friends/family and 
return home for 
dinner.

10:00 - 12:30 

Evening activity. 

12:30 

Curfew and 
check-in. 

“It was interesting to see the life of a 

high school student in another country. 

Spanish students spend much more time 

together and in the streets. It is much 

different in the United States. In the U.S, 

after school, a student would either play 

sports or go home to do homework.”

Rajat A. * Haverford School. 
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Community Service Program
You have the opportunity to engage with the community through volunteer work. This is an excellent manner 
to fulfill community service requirements at home, while helping others and learning about the culture of 
Spain. Some examples of the volunteer work available for high school students include:

•	 Helping to feed the needy, painting the houses of people with poor economic possibilities, and sorting 
material.

•	 Helping troubled and marginalized youth (immigrants, Gypsies, etc.) through sports, arts, handicrafts, 
educational support, English classes, and dance.

•	 Assisting older people with physical and mental disabilities.
•	 Preparing /serving lunch and clearing the tables in a food center for people with poor economic possibilities.
•	 Taking care of babies between 2 and 4 years old.

Cadiz

Seville

Seville Cadiz
Dates Flexible dates Flexible dates

About 
the School

Our school is located in the heart of Seville, 
just steps from the Cathedral, one 

of the most popular points of interest in Seville.

Classes take place at our Campus, 
just 200 meters from the beach.

Levels B1, B2, C1, C2 B1, B2, C1, C2

Classes Flexible Flexible

Beyond 
the Classroom: 

Sample activities

Volunteer work · Kayak on the river
Language exchanges · Salsa/flamenco lessons

Spanish cooking classes · Cultural visits

Volunteer work · Surf lessons
Sports at the beach · Salsa/flamenco lessons

Spanish cooking classes · Cultural visits

Sample 
Excursions

Cadiz · Granada · Cordoba
Ronda · Malaga
Tavira (Portugal)

Seville · Tarifa · Gibraltar (UK)
Route of White Villages

Type of 
Accommodation

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence 

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence 

For more 
Information

Individual IndividualGroup Group
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7:45 - 8:30 

Breakfast.

8:30 - 9:00 

Allow time to walk 
or take bus to the 
volunteer center.

9:00 - 2:00 

Volunteer work 
(Monday-Friday).

2:00 - 3:30 

Time to return 
home to have lunch 
with family.

3:30 - 5:00 

Free time with 
family/friends.

5:00 - 6:30 

Afternoon 
activity.

6:30 - 10:00 

Free time with 
friends/family and 
return home for 
dinner.

10:00 - 12:30 

Evening activity. 

12:30 

Curfew and 
check-in. 

“I was in the High School program, and to 

anyone who is thinking about going with 

MundoLengua to Cadiz or Sevilla, do it! One 

of the best experiences of my life, I will 

never forget the time I spent in Cadiz with 

MundoLengua!” 

Cecil B. * Lamar High school. 
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Spain

All of Spain
Dates Flexible dates

Levels All levels

Classes Flexible

Beyond 
the Classroom: 

Sample activities

Cultural visits · Spanish cooking classes 
Salsa or flamenco lessons · Spanish classes

Sample Excursions

Cadiz · Seville · Granada
Cordoba · Ronda · Malaga

Madrid · Barcelona
Portugal · Morocco

Type of 
Accommodation

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence 

For more 
Information

Educational Tours
These programs typically consist of cultural activities and excursions both in Seville/Cadiz, as well as in other 
cities in Andalusia, or even Madrid, Barcelona, etc. Classes can be added, if desired. Housing can be varied - host 
family, residence, or hotels. Some of the educational tours that we offer:

•	 Barcelona + Madrid + Seville 
•	 Barcelona + Madrid (“Capital Cities Tour”)
•	 Madrid + Andalusia (Seville, Cordoba, Cadiz, Granada)
•	 Madrid + Andalusia + Morocco (Tangier, Tetuan, Chefchauen)
•	 Andalusia
•	 Andalusia + Morocco
•	 Customized Tours
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9:00 - 10:00 

Breakfast with family 
or in our hotel/residence.

10:00 - 12:30 

Cultural visit with 
specialized guides. 
Possibility of language 
classes.

12:30 - 2:00 

Some free time with 
friends and teachers.

2:00 - 4:30 

Home for lunch with family 
or at a restaurant with the 
group. Time to relax.

4:30 - 6:30 

Afternoon cultural activity 
with specialized guides.

6:30 - 9:00 

Some free time with friends 
and teachers.

9:00 - 10:00 

Home for dinner with family 
or at a restaurant with the 
group. Time to relax.

10:00 - 12:30 

Nighttime activity with 
the group (movies, musical 
concert, etc).

12:30 

Curfew and 

check-in. 

“We have traveled with Centro Mundo Lengua 

since 2008 and they adjusted with us as 

we have grown as a group!! There is always 

something unique and exciting for the students 

and they are well taken care of. If you are 

thinking about a true “hands-on” experience 

that your students will love- check them out! 

Our students love it as confirmation of their 

Spanish and they keep the classes exciting!!” 

Clarissa A. * Dunwoody High School. 
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Spain

All of Spain
Dates Flexible dates

Levels All levels

Classes Flexible

Beyond 
the Classroom: 

Sample activities

Cultural visits · Spanish cooking classes 
Salsa or flamenco lessons · Spanish classes

Sample Excursions

Cadiz · Seville · Granada
Cordoba · Ronda · Malaga

Madrid · Barcelona
Portugal · Morocco

Type of 
Accommodation

Spanish family
Hotel

Residence

For more 
Information

Customized Programs
At Centro MundoLengua, there are many possibilities. We will work with you to custom-design the appropriate 
program for your students’ needs. We will put you in touch with our academic directors ahead of time, as they 
structure the appropriate curriculum for your students. We will also put you in touch with our activities directors, 
as they work out a detailed day-by-day itinerary of cultural visits, excursions, volunteer service, etc. There is no 
“one program” that we offer to all schools. Here are some suggestions of courses for your students:

•	 AP Prep Programs 
•	 Spanish Language and Culture
•	 Flamenco Program
•	 Spanish and Art History
•	 Spanish and Photography Program
•	 Spanish and Sports Program
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9:00 - 10:00 

Breakfast with family 
or in our hotel/residence.

10:00 - 12:30 

Cultural visit with 
specialized guides. 
Possibility of language 
classes.

12:30 - 2:00 

Some free time with 
friends and teachers.

2:00 - 4:30 

Home for lunch with family 
or at a restaurant with the 
group. Time to relax.

4:30 - 6:30 

Afternoon cultural activity 
with specialized guides.

6:30 - 9:00 

Some free time with friends 
and teachers.

9:00 - 10:00 

Home for dinner with family 
or at a restaurant with the 
group. Time to relax.

10:00 - 12:30 

Nighttime activity with 
the group (movies, musical 
concert, etc).

12:30 

Curfew and 

check-in. 
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Spanish host family

We carefully select each family, with an extensive screening 
process. Our housing director personally visits all of our 
homes. She also interviews each family member and 
keeps a written record on each family with past student 
comments.

We can organise your accommodation and offer 
a wide array of different kinds of accommodation. 
However, our students usually live with a Spanish 
family to experience a full immersion adventure.
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Accommodation

Students fill out two complete evaluations of their families, in order to be able to address any concerns. All of 
our families are within walking distance of our school, or a short public bus/subway ride away.

•	 Full stay/3 daily meals
•	 Laundry service once a week
•	 Carefully selected families
•	 Individual or double rooms
•	 Located close to our centers
•	 This option helps you assimilate to Spanish cultural norms and way of life

Advantages: 

•	 Discover the true Spanish culture
•	 Experience daily Spanish life
•	 Perfect your Spanish
•	 Try homemade Spanish dishes



Residence

Residences are available for group programs as well as for 
individual students participating in the Pre-AP / Spanish 
language and culture program in Madrid. 
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Advantages: 

•	 The residence halls (near the school) allow the group to stay together
•	 Enjoy an independent way of life
•	 Make new friends while living with Spaniards and other foreigners
•	 Autonomy over your schedule

Bed and Breakfast or Hotel (This option is only available for school groups)

Staying in a hotel will often be a more expensive way to travel than staying in a Spanish family.

Advantages: 

•	 For short stays
•	 Enjoy an independent way of life
•	 Room services
•	 Enjoy the comfort of your bed and breakfast / hotel and choose your services



Centro MundoLengua · International Language School
Cuesta Rosario, 8, Casa 1, 4ºA· 41004 Seville (Spain)

Tel: +34 954 00 42 65 · From USA: (312) 376-8034
info@centromundolengua.com
www.centromundolengua.com

Find out for yourself what it is like to study abroad with Centro MundoLengua.    
www.facebook.com/centroml

Find links to articles about studying abroad and updates to our programs. 
www.twitter.com/centroml

Browse the impactful photos of our students in Spain!
www.instagram.com/centroml

Watch testimonials of students and professors and get to know our host families and our 
team.  www.youtube.com/centromundol

Practice your Spanish by reading our blog. Read posts written by current and past students. 
Discover more about Spain! 
www.centromundolengua.com/es/blog

Follow us on Social Networks, 
register online and connect with us...
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Cuesta del Rosario 8, Casa 1-4A
41004 Seville (Spain)
Tel: +34 954 00 42 65

www.centromundolengua.com 
info@centromundolengua.com


